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ABSTRACT
In networked control systems the controller of a physically-
distributed plant is implemented as a collection of tightly-
interacting, concurrent processes running on a distributed
execution platform. The execution platform consists of a set
of heterogeneous components (sensors, actuators, and con-
trollers) that interact through a hierarchical communication
network. We propose a methodology and a framework for
design exploration and automatic synthesis of the commu-
nication network. We present how our approach can be ap-
plied to the design of control systems for intelligent build-
ings. The input specification of the control system includes
(i) the constraints on the location of its components, which
are imposed by the plant, (ii) the communication require-
ments among the components, and (iii) an estimation of
the real-time constraints for the correct behavior of the algo-
rithms implementing the control law. The output produces
an implementation of the control networks that is obtained
by combining elements from a pre-defined library of commu-
nication links, protocols, interfaces, and switches. The im-
plementation is optimal in the sense that it satisfies the given
specification while minimizing an objective function that cap-
tures the overall cost of the network implementation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.6 [Computer-Aided Engineering]: Computer-aided de-
sign

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Theory

Keywords
Communication Synthesis, Networked Embedded Systems,
Building Automation System
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Figure 1: A distributed embedded control system:
(a) controller specification and (b) networked exe-
cution platform.

1. INTRODUCTION
Electronics controllers for a large number of applications

such as public infrastructure management, industrial plant
control, automotive networks, avionics, and building au-
tomation are networked because of the distributed nature of
the plant that they have to control. Figure 1 illustrates the
design process of mapping an embedded control specification
onto a networked execution platform. At the specification
level, an abstract model of the plant is used to derive the
desired property of the feedback controllers such as stability
and robustness [11]. Each controller Ci, which is derived as-
suming a continuous-time model, is then discretized with the
choice of a suitable sampling period Δti that preserves its
properties [8]. Complex plants with multiple physical quan-
tities to be controlled typically require multiple controllers
that may be discretized with different sampling periods. At
each sampling period, a certain amount of data is trans-
ferred from the sensors to the input of the controllers and
from their outputs to the actuators. Therefore, each logical
connection between the controllers and the plant implicitly
defines a message frequency. For instance, controller C1 in
Figure 1(a) receives bp1 messages per second from the sen-
sors and sends b1p messages per second to the actuators.

Obviously, a distributed computation requires multiple
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computers 1 that need to exchange data via an interconnect
network.

The network shown in Figure 1(b)) is heterogeneous and
hierarchical: a high-performance local area network (LAN),
also known as the backbone network, connects the various
computers and is attached via a gateway to a control network
island, or zone. In general the plant is partitioned in multiple
zones according to its physical characteristics. The various
zones are also connected via gateways. Each zone contains
a subset of the sensors and the actuators that are linked to
its gateway by a network of links and multiple routers. For
simplicity, Figure 1(b)) shows only a single zone: here the
control network is made of six sensors, three actuators, and
three routers that are linked via the gateway to the backbone
network.

This two-tier architecture is not the only possible net-
work organization, but it is becoming increasingly popular
for many important applications including heating, ventila-
tion and air-conditioning (HVAC) control systems [9]. Gen-
erally, the goal of feedback control in a HVAC system is to
regulate physical quantities such as temperature, humidity,
and pressure to optimize an indoor environment for human
comfort (comfort HVAC) or for machine operations (indus-
trial HVAC) while minimizing operation, installation, and
maintenance costs. The design of the communication net-
work plays an increasingly important role in reaching these
goals.

Once distributed on a set of computers interconnected by
a backbone LAN, the overall control system requires that
the worst-case computation time tC be bounded. The mes-
sages from/to the sensors/actuators need to cross the gate-
way boundary that accounts for a worst-case communication
delay equal to tG. Since a controller Ci can tolerate a loop
delay not greater than its sampling period Δti, the design
of the control networks must satisfy a set of real-time con-
straints like (tRi ≤ Δti−tC−tG) while guaranteeing that all
required messages are gathered from the sensors and deliv-
ered to the actuators. In addition, the network cost (given
by the sum of the costs of its components and of the instal-
lation costs) should be minimized.

Today it is standard practice to deploy the networked em-
bedded system first on a predefined distributed architecture
chosen on the basis of experience and heuristic considera-
tions and then tweak the software implementation of the
control algorithm to meet latency, bandwidth, and reliabil-
ity requirements. To relax the dependency of the correctness
of the algorithm from the communication performance, the
network is often over-designed. This is far from ideal, since
many systems are highly cost sensitive and using a network
that is not tailored to the application and not optimized is
clearly expensive. Moreover, the complexity of large net-
worked embedded systems continues to increase, thus mak-
ing heuristic and experience-based design practices inade-
quate. For instance, the scale of control networks for the
automation of large buildings is of the order of thousands
of sensors distributed on a surface of hundred thousands
square meters, while a rich variety of alternative protocols
and technologies are available to build such networks [9]. In
summary, new design tools are needed to assist engineers in

1
These computers are given different names in different applica-

tion areas, like direct digital controls in building automation, pro-
grammable logic controllers in industrial automation, and electronic
control units (ECU) in automotive electronics.

the design process so that the final implementation satisfies
specifications taking into consideration the overall cost of
deployment including development cost and time. We advo-
cate a design process that starts from the formal specifica-
tion of the network design problem, goes through high-level
design exploration process, and ends with the automatic syn-
thesis of the low-level details of the optimal control networks.

In this paper, we propose a methodology inspired by Platform-
Based Design [7, 13, 15, 12, 14] for optimized communication
synthesis. The basic tenets of the methodology are:

• formal capture of the communication requirements of
the control application,

• the mathematical description of constraints on com-
munication infrastructure and implementation possi-
bly including the feasible physical positions of sensors,
actuator, and gateways,

• mathematical description of objectives,

• a set of available network components (together with
their performances and costs) that limit the search
space of possible solutions and provide a communica-
tion platform, and

• mapping algorithms of the requirements onto the plat-
form to move from one level of abstraction to the next
until the final implementation is obtained.

To support this methodology, we built cosi (Communi-
cation Synthesis Infrastructure), a general and flexible soft-
ware infrastructure that can be used as the basis for de-
veloping various specialized design flows to solve the com-
munication synthesis in different application domains. In
particular, we present a design flow for the synthesis of con-
trol networks in building automation systems and we discuss
its application to the specific case where such networks are
realized using daisy-chain busses.

The paper is organized as follows. We first give a gen-
eral presentation of our communication synthesis approach
and the cosi framework (Section 2). Then, in the follow-
ing sections we illustrate the most important concepts with
a case study: the synthesis of wired control networks for a
simplified version of a HVAC system. In particular, we pro-
vide details on the process of specifying the communication
constraints (Section 3), we show how to model an execution
platform and its components (Section 4), and we present a
communication synthesis algorithm that is tailored to the
chosen case study (Section 5).

2. COMMUNICATION SYNTHESIS
INFRASTRUCTURE

cosi is the software framework developed to support the
PBD approach for communication synthesis. In Figure 2, we
show the organization of the software and the PBD design
flow, and the UML [4] class diagrams of the most important
data structures that are at the core of our software technol-
ogy.

2.1 PBD for Communication Networks
A platform in PBD is defined by the collection of available

architectural components, also called library, that can be
used to implement a functional specification. A platform
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instance is a particular “legal” composition of a set of library
elements. In the context of networked embedded systems, a
component is a network (with single nodes and single links
as special cases).

In cosi, a network is defined as a directed graph G(V, E)
together with labeling functions associated to the vertices in
V and the edges in E. The vertices represent network nodes
such as communication sources/destinations, routers, and
repeaters. Edges represent the communication links con-
necting the nodes in a network. A labeling function of the
nodes is a map V → D where D is the range of values of
the labels. Similarly, labeling functions can be defined for
the links. For instance, the initial specification of a commu-
nication problem is defined as a point-to-point network and
is represented by graph GC(VC , EC) with associated posi-
tion and types of the nodes and bandwidth and latency of
the links (Section 3). In the network specification, each node
represents only a source or a target of an end-to-end commu-
nication, while each link is associated to a single end-to-end
communication.

The network library L is a collection of networks. The la-
beling functions of a library component are used to capture
its performance and cost figures. For instance, a network
GP (VP , EP ) ∈ L can be annotated by the maximum band-
width (also called capacity) that the links EP can support.
Usually, many labeling functions can characterize the per-
formance of the same component. For instance, the position
of a node can be assigned to many points inside a build-
ing. The set of labeling functions for each library element
characterizes the performance space of each component.

The instantiation of a component is done by renaming its
vertices and selecting one labeling function for the nodes
and one for the links (i.e. by configuring the component).
The composition of two networks is an important operation
in our framework. Such operation must be commutative
and associative. Furthermore, the composition defines how
to obtain the labeling functions of a network starting from
the labeling functions of its components. For example, in
Section 4 we discuss how to model a library of daisy-chain
buses and we define an operation to compose a bus with a
new node (there called extension) that specifies also how to
compute the total bandwidth and latency of the bus after
composition (e.g., the bandwidth is simply the sum of all
the transmission bandwidths of the nodes connected to the
bus).

The possible network implementations depend on the def-
inition of the composition operation, which is denoted by
the symbol ‖, and on the available library L. The set of all
possible network implementations is the network platform
generated by L. It is defined as

〈L〉 = L∪{G = G′‖G′
L : G′

L instance of GL ∈ L, G′ ∈ 〈L〉}
An element G ∈ 〈L〉 is called a network platform instance.

A synthesis algorithm takes the specification GC and the
platform 〈L〉 and generates a network implementation GI

that minimizes a cost function while satisfying the specifi-
cation. Different synthesis algorithms can be developed to
leverage the particular structure of the communication syn-
thesis problem in a given domain, thus exploring the design
space more efficiently.

The final implementation GI(VI , EI) is also represented
as a directed graph, but this is not necessarily a point-to-
point network. Instead, parts of GI , or the entire GI , can

represent multi-hop networks with links shared across mul-
tiple end-to-end communications: in this case, a node can
represent also a router or a repeater, while a link may im-
plement a hop between two routers carrying simultaneously
multiple segments of different end-to-end communications.

The implementation GI becomes the specification of a
similar design problem at a the lower level of abstraction.

2.2 Data Structures
In cosi a directed graph is implemented with a data struc-

ture IdGraph where each node is uniquely identified by an
integer and each link by a pair of integers. This data struc-
ture includes operations to add/remove nodes and link, to
sweep over nodes, to access the adjacency list of nodes etc.
A label is a particular instance of a variable defined by a
data structure that extends the basic class Variable. For
instance, a real number is defined by class CosiDouble con-
taining a floating point number; a point in space (that is
used to defined the position of a node) is defined by three
real numbers. Another example is the message frequency B
that is represented by a real number as well. Networks are
defined by extending the graph data structure and attaching
labels to nodes and links. Labels can be associated to nodes
and links incrementally (during the refinement process) by
extending networks. For instance, to define a network with
bandwidth and delay labels associated to the links, we just
need to extend the P_B_Network data structure.

We implemented the platform data structure starting from
three orthogonal concepts: (1) the set of library components,
(2) the performance and cost model, and (3) the physical
properties of the environment that hosts the network. The
library data structure contains a set of components. A com-
ponent can be an entire network (e.g., a daisy-chain bus)
that contains nodes and links. Depending on the network
configuration, which is given by the value of the variables
associated with nodes and links, it is possible to compute
the performance and cost of a component using the Perfor-

manceCostModel. This is a data structure that declares the
API used by any library to estimate the performance and
cost of a component. For instance, the cost of a network is
the sum of the costs of nodes and links that is provided by
the model. We keep the models and the components sepa-
rate because the same component can be annotated by dif-
ferent models depending on its actual implementation. For
instance, the same communication medium (a twisted-pair)
can be used by different protocols and each protocol can
have its own model.

The Platform data structure is the most complex in our
framework. It contains the Library data structure, the com-
position rules and a characterization of the constraints im-
posed by the environment. For instance, as explained in
Section 3, for the building automation application we cap-
ture floors, walls, surfaces on which wires can be laid out
and locations where gateways and routers can be installed.

The Platform data structure provides an interface that
allows the correct instantiation and configuration of library
components. For instance, an algorithm that wishes to in-
stantiate a router in a certain location p and connect the
router to a gateway, should refer to the platform to deter-
mine if the router can be located at p, and if the connection
can be established. In particular, in the building automa-
tion application the platform would carry the information
on how many meters of wire are required for the connec-
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Figure 2: Software organization of the Communication Synthesis Infrastructure (cosi).

tion, and if the library contains a link that can span that
distance. This orthogonalization allows us to use the same
components with different models or the same library with
different physical constraints.

In the following sections we discuss the application of
the cosi infrastructure to the design of control networks in
building automation systems for the particular case where
the final network implementation is obtained with a network
library made of daisy chain, token ring buses.

3. CONTROL NETWORK SYNTHESIS FOR
BUILDING AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

As discussed in the introduction, a building automation
system (BAS) is partitioned into multiple gateway zones ac-
cording to the physical characteristics of the building. Typi-
cally a gateway zone coincides with a floor and the gateways
can only be installed in specific closets [9]. The computers
processing the control algorithms are also typically installed
in pre-determined locations. The high-speed backbone LAN
that connects the gateways and the computers is not the
subject of this paper. Instead, we focus on the problem of
synthesizing an optimal control network for each gateway
zone. The control network for the entire building is then
obtained as the composition of the control network of each
gateway zone and the high-speed backbone LAN.

A gateway zone contains a gateway g, a set S of sen-
sors and a set A of actuators. Sensors and actuators are
connected to the gateway through routers. The number of
routers within the control network may vary as well as their
positions. The number of possible routers positions, how-
ever, is typically limited since they must be easy to access
and kept away from possible hazards. In fact, the choice of
how many routers to install and where to install them is part
of the design of the control network and does affect its cost.
While the link between the routers and the gateway offer rel-
atively high-bandwidth and low-latency, the links between
the sensors/actuators and the routers are implemented with

Figure 3: Example of gateway zone associated to a
building floor.

twisted-pair wire technology. 2 Typically for each router a
bus connects a subset of the sensors and the actuators in the
zone. The choice of a bus standard and the length of the
wires implementing the link affects directly the cost of the
control network. Various protocol standards at different lay-
ers of the OSI model are available to control these busses like
BacNet[10, 5], LonWorks [6], and ARCNET [1]. In many in-
dustrial cases, independently of the protocol of choice, the
suggested topology for the physical implementation of the
network is the daisy-chain bus. The main reason behind this
choice is the impedance matching that can be performed by
installing simple devices at the end of the chain. Due to

2
Wireless links can be considered an alternative option for future im-

plementations based on wireless sensor network (WSN) technology.
This could potentially reduce the installation costs of a control net-
work as long as it will be possible to have guarantees on the minimum
latency communication in the wireless links similar to those provided
by current wired technologies.
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Figure 4: Example of how wires are laid out in a
building.

their ubiquity, we assume that the interconnect topology is
based on daisy-chain bus topologies.

Figure 3 illustrates a gateway zone for a simplified version
of a HVAC building automation system, which we use as a
case study in this paper. The floor of the building measures
30 × 20 m2 and the ceiling height is 3m. In Figure 3, A =
{a1, ..., a10} is the set of actuators that are placed at the
ceiling level, and S = {s1, ..., s9} is the set of sensors that
are placed at 1.3m from the floor. The gateway is placed on
the north wall and up to four routers may be installed on the
other walls. Each potential router in the set R = {i1, . . . , i4}
has an associated fixed position p(ij).

For each gateway zone, the end-to-end communication
constraints between the nodes and the gateway are captured
as a constraint graph GC(VC , EC) where VC = {g} ∪ S ∪ A
and EC = (S × g) ∪ (g × A). Each vertex v ∈ VC has an
associated position p(v) = (x, y, z) in the Euclidean space.
In the sequel, we often use the term node to refer to either
a sensor or an actuator, i.e. to the elements of S ∪ A. Each
edge e ∈ EC represents a point-to-point communication link
between a node and a router (i.e. from a sensor to a router
or from a router to an actuator). Each edge has associated
a minimum message frequency B(e) and a maximum delay
T (e). As discussed in the introduction, these constraints
are derived from the control application requirements and
its deployment across the backbone network connecting the
computers and the gateways. In our simplified HVAC ex-
ample, we assume that for each edge B(e) = 10 messages
per second and T (e) = 80 ms.

The constraint graph GC captures only part of the speci-
fication of the communication synthesis problem. The links
in the control network are ultimately made of twisted-pair
wires whose layout depends on many factors including the
network topology, the building structure, ease of installa-
tion/operation and certification. Figure 4 shows an example
of wire layout for a daisy-chain bus that connects a sensor
and two actuators to a router. The layout is constrained
by the network topology and the building structure. The
standard way of laying out wires relies on raceways or cable
ladders that are installed along the building aisles. Special
conduits are used to bring wires from the nodes to the ca-
ble ladders. We capture these constraints with a set Σ of
rectangular surfaces in the Euclidean space. We constraint
wires to travel on these surfaces only. Wires from nodes
are first laid out to the closest raceway and then towards

their destination. For the example of Figure 3, the set of
surfaces is Σ = {σ1, .., σ4}. They are about one meter wide
and disposed at the ceiling level.

Both performance and cost of the network depend directly
on the length of the wires. Hence, it is important to have
a precise metric that accounts for the building constraints.
Given two points in the Euclidean space p1 = (x1, y1, z1)
and p2 = (x2, y2, z2), the length of a link connecting them
can be defined at different abstraction levels. For instance,
for a given ceiling level h, we could define the distance as
d(p1, p2) = |z1 − h|+ |z2 − h|+ ||(x1, y1)− (x2, y2)||1 if p1 	=
p2, and zero otherwise. This definition captures the fact
that each vertex must be wired to the ceiling first. The use
of the L1-norm captures the fact that wires follow straight
lines, but it does not capture the real layout of the wires.
In fact, the effective distance between any pair of elements
of the control network is neither the L1- norm, i.e. the
Manhattan distance, nor the L2-norm, i.e. the Euclidean
distance. We adopt a more refined model. We first compute
the distance from p1 to the closest point q1 in space that
belongs to a raceway. Then, we compute the distance from
p2 to the closest point q2 that belongs to a raceway. Finally,
we derive the actual layout of the wire between q1 and q2

and we compute its length. The final distance between p1

and p2 is obtained by adding up these three contributions.
Given a model of the performance and cost of the compo-

nents of the communication platform, which in our case is
bused on daisy-chain busses as discussed in Section 4, and
given the distance between all its nodes and the router, we
can compute its performance as well as its contribution to
the cost of the overall control network.

In summary, the problem of synthesizing the control net-
work in building automation systems can be defined as fol-
lows: given a constraint graph Gc synthesize a control net-
work as a composition of busses by installing a number of
routers and laying out a bus from each router such that: (a)
each node in GC is connected to one bus; (b) for each edge
in GC its constraints as minimum message frequency B(e)
and maximum delay T (e) are satisfied; (c) and the sum of
the costs of all the busses is minimized.

4. MODELING THE NETWORK
PLATFORM

The implementation of the control network for our case
study is based on the LonWorks platform [6]. The Lon-
Works protocol defines the necessary services to exchange
messages among the nodes of a network. LonkWorks can
use different media to communicate as well as different pro-
tocols to implement the physical and data link layers of the
OSI model. We selected ARCNET [1] as a local area network
that interconnects LonWorks devices. ARCNET is a token
passing bus with deterministic performance that can operate
at different speeds ranging from 19Kbps up to 10Mbps (but
optimized for 2.5Mbps). A token passing bus (Figure 5(a))
is a centralized communication system where nodes are log-
ically organized in a ring. A node can send messages only
when it holds the token. The token is passed from one node
to its logical neighbor that is the one with the next highest
address.

Figure 5(b) shows the physical instantiation of a daisy
chain bus. In order to connect a node to a bus, a twisted-
pair wire has to be laid out on a path from the node to
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Figure 5: Graphical representation of a daisy-chain
bus: (a) logical network, (b) physical network, (c)
sequences of messages generated by the token pass-
ing protocol for a short packet transmission.

another node of the daisy chain. A wiring path is a se-
quence of points in space that defines the exact layout of a
wire. For instance, a wiring path from actuator a1 to ac-
tuator a2 in Figure 5(b) is simply the sequence π(a1, a2) =
〈p(a1), j2, j4, p(a2)〉. Given a wiring path π, its length, de-
noted by l(π) can be easily computed as the sum of the
Manhattan distances between each point and its successor
in the path.

To model the performance of a set of LonWorks compo-
nents connected in a daisy-chain on an ARCNET bus, we
need to analyze the token passing bus protocol. Consider
the case where sensor s1 sends a short packet to router i.
The physical distance between them is ls = l(π(s1, a1)) +
l(π(a1, a2)) + l(π(a2, i)). Also, assume that actuator a2

holds the token and that the distance from a2 to s1 is lp =
l(π(a2, a1)) + l(π(a1, s1)). A successful transmission of a
message from s1 to i requires a sequence of protocol mes-
sages that includes: a token pass (Invitation to Transmit
IIT), a Free Buffer Enquiry (FBE), an Acknowledge (ACK),
a Packet (PAC) and a final ACK. Figure 5(c) shows each
message in the sequence annotated with its length in num-
ber of bits (in this example we assumed that a payload of
the message contains one byte only).

Between one protocol message and the next one, two other
delays contribute to the total communication delay: the re-
sponse time ta of the chip that implements the protocol in-
terface, and the propagation delay tp and ts relative to the
signal traveling distances lp and ls respectively. Table 1
shows a realistic characterization of the components that we
use to build the network. The delay of 12.6μs refers to ta.

To compute the worst case communication delay between
a node and a router connected on the same bus, we proceed
as follows. The short packet delay from a node to the router
can be computed as follows. The number of bits required
for each message is 217, therefore if we use ARCNET at
2.5Mbps, the time required to sent the bits of of the message
is 217/2.5 = 86.8μs plus five times ta, plus the propagation
delays. Consider a set of nodes V connected on the bus such
that one of them is the router. The worst case communica-
tion delay between one node v ∈ V and the router occurs
when the token is held by the logical neighbor of v. In order

Component Performance Cost

BUS (twisted-pair)

Degree : 8 Price: $0.6/m
Length: 120m Inst.: $7/m
Delay: 5.5ns/m
Bandwidth:
2.5Mpbs

Router Delay: 320ns
Price: $500
Inst.: $240

Sensor Delay: 12.6μs
Price: $110
Inst.: $50

Actuator Delay: 12.6μs
Price: $200
Inst.: $50

Table 1: Characterization of the intrinsic perfor-
mance and cost of a realistic library of components
for building automation systems.

to send a message, v must wait until the token comes back
to it (token loop time). Assume that each node on the bus
has a message to send to the router, then the worst case
communication delay is the sum of the short packet delays
from each node to the router.

To compute the maximum number of messages per second
that a bus can support, we proceed as follows. Consider an
ARCNET bus configured at 2.5Mbps. The number of bits
necessary to send a message of one byte is 217, therefore we
obtain that at most 2.5/217 = 11520 packets per second can
be sent on the bus.

Other limitations apply to the maximum number of nodes
that can be connected on a bus (also called degree) and the
maximum length of the daisy chain. These two parameters
change depending on the speed of the bus.

The cost of a daisy chain bus can be computed by adding
together the cost of each node plus the wiring cost. Notice
that, for each component, also the installation cost must be
taken into account.

5. SOLVING THE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM
In this section we present our approach to solve the com-

munication synthesis problem discussed in the previous sec-
tion. Given the constraint graph GC relative to a gateway
zone, the synthesis algorithm deploys a sufficient number
of busses to interconnect all sensors S ⊆ VC and actuators
A ⊆ VC to the gateway g ∈ VC . In deploying a bus, the
algorithm takes into account the following constraints. The
deployment of a daisy-chain bus is valid if it satisfies degree
and length constraints. Further, point-to-point communica-
tion bandwidth and latency constraints as specified in GC

must be satisfied. For a node v connected on a bus, the
worst-case communication delay must be less than or equal
to the required latency. The sum of all message frequencies
relative to the nodes on the bus must be less than or equal to
the maximum number of messages per second that the bus
can support. We say that a daisy-chain, or simply a chain, is
valid if it satisfies all the aforementioned constraints. Given
a specification GC , a valid network implementation is a set
of valid daisy chains, each containing exactly one router,
such that each sensor and each actuator in GC is contained
in exactly one chain.

We solve the communication synthesis problem with a
two-step approach: (1) chain generation and (2) chain selec-
tion. A chain c is a list of vertices whose extreme elements
are left(c) and right(c). For any chain c we also define its
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Algorithm 1: Find all minimum-length valid chains

Input: Available routers I = {i1, ..., im}; Specification GC

Output: Set of valid chains C
forall i ∈ R do

A[v]← false,∀v ∈ VC

c← i ; Extended← true1

while Extended do2
Extended← false
vl ← argminv∈VC :A[v]=false d(v, left(c))3

vr ← argminv∈VC :A[v]=false d(v, right(c))4

if d(vl, left(c) < d(vr , right(c)) then
v ← vl ; u← left(c) ; Left← true
c← v � c

else
v ← vr ; u← right(c) ; Left← false
c← c � v

C′ ← ∅
forall c′ ∈ C(i) do5

if Left ∧ left(c′) = u then6

if Extend(c′,v) then7

C′ ← C′ ∪ {v � c′}
else if ¬Left ∧ right(c′) = u then8

if Extend(c′,v) then9

C′ ← C′ ∪ {c′ � v}
Extended← true
A[v]← true

C(i)← C(i) ∪ C′

return C

cost f(c), bandwidth b(c) and worst case communication de-
lay t(c). Finally, the chain degree, i.e. the number of vertices
in the chain is denoted by |c|.

Given R and GC , let C = {c1, ..., cn} be the set of all valid
chains and fi be the cost of chain ci. Let zj ∈ {0, 1} be a
binary variable that evaluates to one if chain cj is taken in
the final implementation. Also, let xij and yjk be two binary
variables such that xij = 1 if chain j contains router i and
yjk = 1 if node (either a sensor or an actuator) k belongs
to chain j. The optimization problem that we want to solve
can be stated as follows:

min

nX

j=1

fjzj

s.t.

nX

j=1

xijzj = 1, ∀i

nX

j=1

yjkzj = 1,∀k

zj , xij , yjk ∈ {0, 1}
This represents an instance of the Binate Covering Problem
(BCP), which is NP -complete. Since various algorithms
for the exact or heuristic solution of BCP are known [18],
in the sequel we focus on discussing our algorithm for the
generation of valid chains.

Algorithm 1 is a greedy algorithm that generates minimum-
length valid chains. We use the example in Figure 6 to ex-
plain how the algorithm proceeds. Given a chain c and a
vertex v, the right extension of c, denoted by c � v, is a
new chain where vertex v has been added at the end of the
list of vertices of c. Similarly, the left extension of c, denoted
by v � c is a new chain where vertex v has been added at
the front of the list.

For each possible router position i, the algorithm starts
by creating a chain c that initially contains only a router
vertex (line 1). Then, it tries to expand this chain by at-

Figure 6: The chains generated by Algorithm 1 and
the resulting covering matrix.

taching other vertices, each representing either a sensor or
an actuator that may end up being “covered” by the router
in position i. If this attempt fails then the chain is dis-
carded as an invalid chain. Otherwise, it is included in the
set of valid chains that are passed to the binate covering
algorithm. An array A is used to track those vertices that
have been already considered to extend chains. At each it-
eration of the main loop, the algorithm attempts to select
two vertices, vl and vr, among the sensors/actuators that
have not been considered yet (lines 3 and 4).

For instance, consider the router position i1 in Figure 6.
During the first iteration actuator a1 is selected as the the
closest vertex to extend the chain of i1. Since the left and
right extreme coincide with the router at the beginning, a
left extension is performed first by the algorithm (notice that
left and right are simply convention and they don’t relate to
the physical position of the nodes). Chain c1 is generated
that covers vertex a1 only.

On line 5, the algorithm starts analyzing all the chains
that should be extended. If the node v to be added to the
chain is closest to vertex u and a left/right extension is re-
quired, only the chains containing u as left/right extreme
are considered for extension (lines 6, 8).

On line 7 and 9, the algorithm checks if the chain can be
extended with the new vertex v. Function Extend checks
that bandwidth, length, degree and delay constraints are
met. If this is not the case it returns false and the chain is
not extended. All newly generated chains are saved in the
set C′ and eventually added to C(i).

In the example of Figure 6, chain c is now a1 � i. The
closest vertex to the left is the closest vertex to a1 that is
s2 while the closest to the right is the closest to i1 that is
s1. Since s2 is closer to a1 than s1 to i1, the algorithm
extends the chain to the left generating c2 = s2 � a1 � i1.
Chain c is now equal to s2 � a1 � i1. The last vertex is
s1 that is closer to i1. Therefore, the algorithm extends all
chains in C(i1) with their right extreme equal to i1. The
newly-generated chains are c3, c4 and c5.

If an extension violates the constraints, than the extended
chain is not generated and, therefore, not added to the set
of chains of a router i. Algorithm 1 returns a set of valid
chains each covering a subset of the sensors and actuators
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Figure 7: Logical components of the synthesized net-
work for the example of Figure 3.

and having a cost associated with them. This can be directly
translated into a covering matrix for the binate covering
problem.

In the example of Figure 6, chains c6, c7 and c8 are gener-
ated for router i2. Vertexes s2 and a1 are covered by router
i1 only, while vertex a2 is covered by router i2 only. Hence,
in this case both routers are essential and must be installed.
Which of the two routers will cover sensor s1 depends on the
cost of the chains. For this example, the only two possible
solutions are C′ = {c2, c8} and C′′ = {c5, c6}. The cost of
C′ is f2 + f8 while the cost of C′′ is f5 + f6. The covering
algorithm will select the least cost solution.

The complexity of the chain generation algorithm depends
on the maximum degree of the chains. Let D denote the
maximum degree. The main loop starting at line 2 is ex-
ecuted at most 2 · D times corresponding to D left and D
right extensions. Each loop iteration removes one vertex for
the set of sensors and actuators to be covered. Also, at most
|C(i)| new chains are generated at each iteration. Therefore,
the number of basic operations in the main loop is at most

2·DX

i=1

[(|S| + |A| − i) + (i + 1)]

where S and A are the sets of sensors and actuators, respec-
tively. For |S|+ |A| � D the complexity is O(D(|S|+ |A|)).
The maximum number of chains that are generated by the
algorithm is (D + 1)(D + 2)/2 − 1.

We run our synthesis flow on the example of Figure 3
for two different ARCNET configurations: 2.5Mbps and
78Kbps. We generate three different outputs to analyze the
synthesis result: a textual report of the performances and
cost of the network, a dot [2] file that contains the logi-
cal structure, and an svg [3] file that contains the physical
structure of the network.

Figure 7 shows the logical structure of the LonWorks net-
work on ARCNET @2.5Mbps. The solution has three daisy-
chain busses. The daisy-chains are limited both by the max-
imum number of nodes (8) and by the maximum wire length
(120m). Given the high speed of the bus, there is a large
bandwidth and delay slack. Figure 8 shows the physical
implementation of the network.

Figure 8: Physical deployment of the synthesized
network implementation for the example of Figure 3.

Router Deg Length Delay Bandwidth Cost
[m] [μs] [Kbps] [dollars]

LonWorks on ARCNET @ 2.5Mbps
i2 8 53 1367 17.3 (2380, 404)
i3 3 20 607 6.5 (1400, 152)
i4 8 58 1377 17.3 (2380, 442)

LonWorks on ARCNET @ 78kbps
i4 19 142 54000 41.1 (4680, 1080)

Table 2: Performance and cost of the synthesis re-
sult.

Table 2 shows the estimation of cost and performance for
each sub-network. The cost is represented by a pair of val-
ues: the first value is the cost of the components (sensors,
actuators, and routers) and the second value is the cost of
the wires. Observe that the delay is considerably smaller
than the required delay and that the bandwidth utilization
is fairly low. This suggests that for this network we could
consider a different implementation with lower speed and
lower cost. For instance, with a slower signaling, wires can
be longer and, moreover, the degree can be higher.

For instance, at 78Kbps ARCNET allows to connect up
to 64 nodes on a bus segment that can be as long as 1200m.
Using this kind of protocol, we obtain a considerably cheaper
solution ($5760 compared to $7160) in exchange for a longer
delay. The delay is longer not only because the number of
devices connected on the bus is higher but also because its
signaling speed is much lower. The bandwidth utilization is
close to 50%.

On the other hand, while the cheaper solution is suffi-
cient to support the application under design, once it is de-
ployed it may prevent the future extension of the building
automation system to support other applications. Since the
deployment of a wired network in a building has consider-
able installation costs, this is another trade-off that must be
considered carefully. In this regard, our tool can be useful
to quickly analyze alternative solution hypothesis during the
design-exploration phase.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a methodology and a framework for design

exploration and automatic synthesis of the communication
network in distributed embedded systems. We applied this
methodology to the special case of synthesizing control net-
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works in building automation systems. The input specifi-
cation of the control system includes (i) the constraints on
the location of its components, which are imposed by the
plant, (ii) the communication requirements among the com-
ponents, and (iii) an estimation of the real-time constraints
for the correct behavior of the algorithms implementing the
control law. The output produces an implementation of the
control networks that is obtained by combining elements
from a pre-defined library of communication links, protocols,
interfaces and switches. The implementation is optimal in
the sense that it satisfies the given specification while min-
imizing an objective function that captures the overall cost
of the network implementation.

Previous contributions in the literature focused on the
analysis of distributed control systems under the assump-
tions that the network structure is given and its delay can
be statistically characterized [16, 17]. The novelty of our
approach consists of offering a solution for the automatic
synthesis of the control network for these systems.

We are investigating different interconnect topologies, pro-
tocols, and interconnection links (e.g., we will consider as
option in the synthesis problem the choice of a wireless link
with its appropriate protocols). We are actively collaborat-
ing with United Technologies Research Center in bringing
this approach to reality in the case of the building automa-
tion industry.
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